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Abstract—We demonstrate audEERING’s sensAI technology running natively on low-resource mobile devices applied to emotion analytics and speaker characterisation tasks. A showcase application for the Android platform is provided, where audEERING’s highly noise robust voice activity detection based on Long Short-Term Memory Recurrent Neural Networks (LSTM-RNN) is combined with our core emotion recognition and speaker characterisation engine natively on the mobile device. This eliminates the need for network connectivity and allows to perform robust speaker state and trait recognition efficiently in real-time without network transmission lags. Real-time factors are benchmarked for a popular mobile device to demonstrate the efficiency, and average response times are compared to a server based approach. The output of the emotion analysis is visualized graphically in the arousal and valence space alongside the emotion category and further speaker characteristics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

It is broadly agreed upon that state and trait recognition from speech bears interest for mobile services, albeit being challenging, e.g., due to noise and low-quality audio [1], [2], [3], [4], [5]. Few advanced products already exist and can be used through nowadays smartphones such as Beyond Verbal’s app “Moodies” or El Technologies’ app “Xpression”. Both applications analyse speech and indicate changes to allow training and improvement for its users. With such mobile services, manifold applications of computational paralinguistics, i.e., automatic recognition of speakers’ states and traits, can be enhanced due to the mobile and ever-present character of off-line-enabled smartphone analysis. To illustrate this, let us give but three examples:

First, a job applicant could use such an app not only to train for a job interview and improve the aspects of self-assurance and determination in order to have a higher chance of securing the job [6], but could even secretly use such monitoring during the interview. Second, giving online and in situ rhetorical feedback for different purposes becomes a reality. Third, health is another sector for utilising the possibilities of mobile off-line enabled speech monitoring. El Technologies Xpression app was designed to record mood changes throughout the day for people with anxiety, depression or stress to support the psychologists for their patient’s treatment fine-tuning. It records five emotional stages throughout the day and emails the list to the psychologist at the end of the day. With off-line processing ability, a new possibility could be triggering help or warning patients in extreme stress situations [7] by detecting their emotional stage and reacting based on it. Also, a mobile coach for weight-loss that reacts when eating condition is detected from sound seems an interesting field of a product application [8].

In the remainder of this paper, we introduce our implementation (Section II), and show experimental benchmarking results (Section III) before drawing conclusions (Section IV) from these.

II. IMPLEMENTATION

Most current mobile speech processing applications, such as ASR (e.g., Google’s voice search), rely on a frontend-backend architecture and require internet access for the services to operate [9], [10], [11]. This has the great advantage of flexibility, as the frontend can be kept light-weight and generic, and all the specific, heavy weight processing can be done on the backend. The frontend typically includes functionality to record, optionally compress, and finally transmit (or stream while recording) audio to the backend over a network/internet connection. The backend receives the recorded audio snippets or streams, decodes them, and runs the requested analysis, e.g., feature extraction and classification of speech emotions and speaker characteristics in our case. Such a distributed approach has been shown feasible including feature vector compression for computational paralinguistics in [12], [13].

In this demo-showcase we show the world’s first working industrial prototype of a novel embedded audio analysis engine, where all steps are run entirely on a mobile phone and no connectivity to a backend is required. In fact, only related academic prototypes have previously been introduced in the literature, e.g., [14], where speakers’ emotions are detected locally on off-the-shelf mobile phones.

For on device feature extraction we use a modified version of the popular feature extractor openSMILE [15], which we have compiled natively for the Android platform (ARM processor).

The demonstrator Android App is capable of recording speech, either in a hands-free mode or in a push-to-talk mode. In case of the hands-free mode, a robust voice activity detector based on memory enhanced neural networks [16] is used to detect segments which contain speech (separated by speech pauses). The detector described in [16] (also included in the latest version of openSMILE, see [17]) which has been optimised computationally to run well faster than real-time on
the mobile device. Acoustic features are then extracted only for speech segments and speaker’s characteristics and emotional state are classified via Support-Vector Machines (SVMs) and Support Vector Regression (SVR).

The observed vocal emotional state of the speaker as well as its history over the previous speech segments are shown graphically as dots in the upper half of the phone screen in a 2D activation valence coordinate system. Speaker characteristics such as gender are shown in the bottom half. Internally, the output can be further encoded in EmotionML [18] ready for usage, e.g., in other applications on the phone.

### III. Experiments and Results

In order to verify the performance of the on-device feature extraction and classification, run-time benchmarks were conducted for three different acoustic feature sets which are part of the openSMILE package: the Geneva Minimalist Acoustic Parameter Set (GeMAPS) [19], the Interspeech 2009 Emotion Challenge baseline feature set [20], and the Interspeech 2013 Computational Paralinguistics Challenge (ComParE) baseline feature set [21]. The motivation of their choice is a) their free-availability and well-defined standard, b) their increasing size from below 100 to several 1000 features (cf. Table I), and c) the fact that with these sets, one can reproduce the same benchmark results in terms of recognition rates as were reached in the baselines and above of the challenge events the Interspeech sets have been designed for. These tasks include speaker’s cognitive load, physical load, social signals such as laughter and breathing, conflict, up to 12-class emotion, eating condition, degree of nativeness, and for health applications recognition of autism manifestations, and Parkinsons disease [21], [22], [23]. In addition, the former Interspeech challenge task results can be reproduced with improved results due to the larger feature spaces, namely speaker’s age, gender, five dimensional personality profile, degree of likability, intelligibility, intoxication, sleepiness, and level of interest [24].

Table I lists average real-time factors (over 50 runs) for extracting features from a 120 second audio file (uncompressed), both on the mobile phone (ARM processor) and a standard pc platform (Intel processor). The results show that the Interspeech 2009 Emotion Challenge feature set can be extracted easily in real-time, which is visible in the demo app by very low response times. Extracting the other two features sets on the device is also feasible; however, the response time (after the end of a speech segment) will be approximately 1.5 times the length of the original recording. Preliminary benchmarking of the three feature sets on a recent high-end phone (e.g., HTC One M9) demonstrated that all three feature sets can be extracted with a real-time factor smaller than 1.0 on this device, enabling low-lag real-time demonstration.

Figure 1 (a-c) shows that various feature extraction components of three standard acoustic feature sets perform differently well (in relation to others) on the mobile phone. Computation of Voice Quality parameters such as Jitter seems to be slower on the phone than other parameters such as cepstral parameters. Supposedly this is due to bottlenecks when accessing memory, as Jitter is computed on the raw waveform data (samples). In future work, the performance could be improved by optimising memory access for the ARM environment, eventually making it possible to extract feature sets such as the Interspeech ComParE feature set in real-time.

### IV. Conclusion

We demonstrate the feasibility of mobile recognition of speakers’ emotions and characteristics on a mobile platform such as a modern, high-end smart phone in real-time through a standalone Android application.

In future efforts we want to benchmark the resource requirements of the application in terms of battery demand and investigate power saving strategies for using applications based on our sensAI technology in mobile 24/7 monitoring use-cases.
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